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Far from offering another study that bemoans Arab women’s repression and veiling, Anxiety of Erasure looks at Arab
women writers living in the diaspora who have translated their experiences into a productive and creative force. In this
book, Al-Samman articulates the therapeutic effects of revisiting forgotten histories and of activating two cultural tropes:
that of the maw’udah (buried female infant) and that of Shahrazad in the process of revolutionary change. She asks what
it means to develop a national, gendered consciousness from diasporic locals while staying committed to the homeland.
Al-Samman presents close readings of the fiction of six prominent authors whose works span over half a century and
define the current status of Arab diaspora studies—Ghada al-Samman, Hanan al-Shaykh, Hamida al-Na‘na‘, Hoda
Barakat, Samar Yazbek, and Salwa al-Neimi. Exploring the journeys in time and space undertaken by these women,
Anxiety of Erasure shines a light on the ways in which writers remain participants in their homelands’ intellectual lives,
asserting both the traumatic and the triumphant aspects of diaspora. The result is a nuanced Arab women’s poetic that
celebrates rootlessness and rootedness, autonomy and belonging.
Set in late 1930's Fascist Italy, tell the story of a young Jewish professor who falls in love with a beautiful Catholic girl
whose prominent parents support Benito Mussolini's race laws.l
Traditional Chinese edition of Delirio - by Colombian writer Laura Restrepo. A husband returns home after a business trip
to discover his wife has gone mad. With no clue of how she became mad, he set out to investigate. Through four
protagonists, the novel paints the society and the ordinary folks of the war-torn and corrupt Colombia. In Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
???:??????
Traditional Chinese edition of Le Deuxième Sexe (The Second Sex)
????????,????????.??????:????????????????,???????,?????,????,?????????,??????.

A story about young women lovers in Taiwan, their love, struggles and life as different group of people in the society.
??????????????????,???????????????????,????,????????????????????????????????????????,????????????????????????????
??????,??????????????????????,??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? / ???????????,??????????????,???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????,????????????????????????????????????????,????????????????????????,?????????????,????????????
A Companion to the Anthropology of the Middle East presents a comprehensive overview of current trends and future directions in
anthropological research and activism in the modern Middle East. Featuring contributions from a wide range of distinguished
contemporary scholars of Middle East anthropology, chapters encompass the entire breadth of the region’s cultural, social,
political, and religious diversity. Numerous issues covering various aspects of Middle Eastern anthropological concerns are
addressed—topics drawn from religion, the arts, language, and politics to political economy, the law, human rights, multiculturalism,
and globalization. Within each topic explored, individual authors focus on the most pressing methodological and theoretical
concerns raised by contemporary scholars, along with key conceptual breakthroughs, gaps in the literature, and fruitful areas for
further research. Timely and thought-provoking, A Companion to the Anthropology of the Middle East is an invaluable resource for
anthropologists and other social scientists seeking a better understanding of the complex relationship between the East and West
in our new global environments.
????:The machine that changed the world
A Taste of Honey provides a scholarly exposition on the prominent place that sexuality and erotology enjoyed in traditional Islam.
The book is divided into two parts; part one presents a critical examination of sexual ethics and part two consists of a concise
treatise on the art of seduction and lovemaking. The central aim of this book argues that Islam is a sexually enlightened religion
which teaches that sensuality should not be devoid of spirituality. The book also argues that the loss of sacred sensuality afflicting
modern society can be reclaimed by a revival of the classical erotological tradition. Drawing upon the Qur’?n, ?ad?th and
traditional erotological literature, the book follows the style and composition of classical Eastern and Afro-Arab love texts such as
the Kama Sutra and Jal?l ad-D?n a?-?uy???’s erotic treatises. A Taste of Honey is a thought-provoking work on a highly sensitive,
yet extremely important subject.
?????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
http://www.locuspublishing.com/events/1111TT087
????????????????????????????????????????????????——?????????????????????????????????????????……
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ???????IBOOKS
2015???????? ?????????2015????????????? ???????2015?????????? ???????2015???????? ?????????2015??????
???????2015?????? ????????2015?????? ????????2015?????? ???????????2015??10????? ?????????????2015??????
?????????????????? ? ?GQ????????30????? ??????????2015???5??? ????????2015?4????? ??????????2015???5????? ?
??????2015??????? ???????? ?2016???????????????? ?2015????????????????????????? ?2016????????????????????
?2015??????????????????????????????? ?2015????????????? ?2015?Goodread???????????? ?2016?????????????????
Arabic Literature for the Classroom argues for a more visible presence of Arabic within the humanities and social sciences,
stressing the need to make Arabic literature available as a world literature, without damaging its own distinctive characteristics.
The nineteen chapters which make up this book broach theoretical and methodical cultural concerns in teaching literatures from
non-American cultures, along with issues of cross-cultural communication, cultural competency and translation. While some
chapters bring out the fascinating and ever tantalizing connections between Arabic and the literatures of medieval Europe, others
employ specific approaches to teaching particular texts, potential methodologies, themes and a variety of topics that can place
Arabic widely in a vast swathe of academic application and learning. Topics that are explored include gender, race, class, trauma,
exile, dislocation, love, rape, humor, and cinema, as well as issues that relate to writers and poets, women’s writing and the so
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called nahdah (revival) movement in the 19th Century. The comparative framework and multi-disciplinary approach means that
this book injects new life into the field of Arabic Literature. It will therefore be an essential resource for students, scholars and
teachers of Arabic Literature, as well as for anyone with an interest in learning more about Arabic culture.
A collection of humorous poems and drawings.
Women's transgressive behaviors and perspectives are challenging societal norms in the Arab world, giving rise to anxiety and
public debate. Simultaneously, however, other Arab women are unwillingly finding themselves labeled "bad" as authority figures
attempt to redirect scrutiny from serious social ills such as patriarchy and economic exploitation, or as they impose new restrictions
on women's behavior in response to uncertainty and change in society. Bad Girls of the Arab World elucidates how both intentional
and unintentional transgressions make manifest the social and cultural constructs that define proper and improper behavior, as
well as the social and political policing of gender, racial, and class divisions. The works collected here address the experiences of
women from a range of ages, classes, and educational backgrounds who live in the Arab world and beyond. They include short
pieces in which the women themselves reflect on their experiences with transgression; academic articles about performance,
representation, activism, history, and social conditions; an artistic intervention; and afterwords by the acclaimed novelists Laila alAtrash and Miral al-Tahawy. The book demonstrates that women's transgression is both an agent and a symptom of change, a site
of both resistance and repression. Showing how transnational forces such as media discourses, mobility and confinement,
globalization, and neoliberalism, as well as the legacy of colonialism, shape women's badness, Bad Girls of the Arab World offers
a rich portrait of women's varied experiences at the boundaries of propriety in the twenty-first century.
????:????·????
?????????????,???????????????,???,?????????????????,????????????????????????
????1924??????
??????????1977?6???,???1988????????
The Britannica Book of the Year 2014 provides a valuable viewpoint of the people and events that shaped the year and serves as
a great reference source for the latest news on the ever changing populations, governments, and economies throughout the world.
It is an accurate and comprehensive reference that you will reach for again and again.
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????????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????? 10 ???????????~?????? ????????????????? ????????? ??????? ????????????? ?????
??????????? ??????????? ??????????? 11 ?????????~???? ??????????? ??????????????? ???????? ??????? 12 ????????????~????
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????????????~????? ??????? ????????????????? ???????????? 18 ??????????????????~????? ???????????? ?????????????? ?????????
19 ?????????????????~????? ????????? ?????????????? ??????????? 20 ???????????????????~?????? ?????????????????????
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????????? ????????? 26 ??????????~?????? ?????? ?????????????? ????? ?????????????? ?????? 27 ????????????????????~??????
??????????? 28 ????????????~?????? ???? ????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????? ??????????? ?????????? 29
?????????????~?????? ????? ??? ????????????? 30 ????????????????~?????? ??????????? ?????????? ????????? 31
????????????~?????? ????????????? 32 ????????????????~?????? ?????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????????????
33 ?????????~?????? ????????????????????? ??????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????? ??? ?? 34 ?????????????~??????
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??????????????? ????????????? ?????????????? ?????????? 44 ???????????~?????? ?????????????? ??????????? ???????????????????
45 ??????????????????~?????? ?????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????????? ?????????????????? 46
????????????~?????? ?????? ????????????? ?????????????? 47 ??????????????~?????? ?????????????? ?????????????????
?????????????????????? ?????????????????????? 48 ?????????????~?????? ???????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????
??????????????? 49 ????????????~?????? ???????? ?????????????????? ????????????????? 50 ????????????~?????? ?????????????
????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????? 51 ????????????????????~?????? ????????????????? ??????? ??????????? 52
?????????~?????? ???????????? ???????????????? 53 ????????????? ???????????? ???????? ?????? ????????????????????? ?? ??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????,?????????,????????????????(1844)??,??????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????……??
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
A Syrian scholar working in Paris is invited to contribute to a conference on the subject of classic erotic literature in Arabic. The invitation
provides occasion for her to evoke memories from her own life, to exult in her personal liberty, her lovers, her desires, and to revisit moments
of shared intimacy with other women as they discuss life, love, and sexual desire. Far more than an erotic novel, The Proof of the Honey is a
surprising and illuminating voyage into the history of Arabic literature. Borrowing inspiration from The Thousand and One Nights, erudite
asides are woven into the fabric of the protagonist's story and the stories of her lovers. Affirming that “Arabic is the language of sex,” and
making desire the source of her own personal liberty, Al Neimi has written a stirring novel about the place afforded sex in modern Arabic
society and its relationship to the long, rich tradition of Arabic erotica.
?2017???Amazon?????? ?2017????????????????Malaparte Prize? ?2016????????????????????? ?2014????????????
???20?????????220000? ????????????? ??????????????????????……? ???? ?BTS?????????? ?????? ?????????????? ????????????????
?????518????????? ????????????? ???????????????????? ? ? ? ???????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????…… ? ? ?
????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ?????? u?????????????????
1980?5?????????????????????????15??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… u???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????? l
???????????????????????????? l ???????????????????????????????????? l
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ? ? ??????? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????…… ??????????????????? ?????????????????? ???????????????????? ??????????? ???????????????
????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ? ? ? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????—?????? ???????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????????……??—????
Erotic literature remains a blind spot in modern or contemporary literary criticism, even though sex and sexual identity is a widely accepted
component of individual, social, and cultural identity. However, a careful investigation of erotic literature can provide valuable insight into how
we constitute ourselves as subjects. Based on an understanding of the erotic and erotic literatures as sites of resistance, bonding, and
belonging, I explore how the erotic--and consequently texts and ideology that privilege the erotic--remains a powerful site for negotiating
power, constructing identity, and forming new intimacies. The primary modalities of the erotic are difference and interconnectedness. It is
through this modality that erotic narratives critique the socio-historical violations and fissures of identity and subjectivity, yet simultaneously
promote re-membering through the flows and processes of knowing and becoming, all while inhabiting integrity. Connecting these definitions
of eroticism with the concept of "integral space" and the politics of integrity, I argue that eroticism and erotic literature map the processes by
which subjects connect and bond through difference. Beginning with the ways in which erotic literature uses silences and absences in its
texts, I explore the possibility of a prediscursive body paradoxically located in the language of erotic literature. While erotic theories explore
the ways in which naming and speaking the deeply private, silent spaces of oppression, trauma, and abuse are powerful acts of resistance to
cultural and social oppressions, works by Nikki Giovanni and Audre Lorde, as well as Kalamu ya Salaam and Etheridge Knight, suggest that
silence, too, is a powerful force that leads to wholeness, healing, and connecting. Further, I investigate discursive and nondiscursive
strategies in the erotic novel The Proof of the Honey by Salwa Al Neimi and Gayl Jones's Corregidora and how these literature employ body,
voice, and metaphor as part of the erotic project. Each of these texts, I argue, reclaim the erotic space where individual subjectivities can
meet each other, explore sexual boundaries, trangress those boundaries safely, and challenge the social, political, and historical limitations of
identity.
The latest volume in the Poets on Poetry series collects 12 essays by the internationally acclaimed poet, translator, and critic Khaled Mattawa
Employing feminist, queer, and postcolonial perspectives, Global Justice and Desire addresses economy as a key ingredient in the dynamic
interplay between modes of subjectivity, signification and governance. Bringing together a range of international contributors, the book
proposes that both analyzing justice through the lens of desire, and considering desire through the lens of justice, are vital for exploring
economic processes. A variety of approaches for capturing the complex and dynamic interplay of justice and desire in socioeconomic
processes are taken up. But, acknowledging a complexity of forces and relations of power, domination, and violence – sometimes cohering
and sometimes contradictory – it is the relationship between hierarchical gender arrangements, relations of exploitation, and their colonial
histories that is stressed. Therefore, queer, feminist, and postcolonial perspectives intersect as Global Justice and Desire explores their
capacity to contribute to more just, and more desirable, economies.

???2008???????????? ???2018????????? ???2018???????????? 2018????????? ???????????? ?????????????????
116????????????????? 2008?????????????2018???????? ???? ???(???????) ???? ????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????116????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 17?????
??????????????18???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????2018??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A growing body of creative works by Arab authors and artists counters the intellectual and ideological underpinnings of violent
extremism. Unfortunately, many of these works are not widely disseminated, marginalizing the influence of these alternative
voices. This monograph examines the barriers to the broad dissemination of such works, with a focus on Arabic literature, and
suggests ways to overcome these barriers.
In the current postmodern reality where society is no longer viewed as a totality but as a collection of individual interests, public
space both as a physical and symbolic space, has no determined contours and the public sphere is likely to take new forms. Yet
as a crucial principle of democracy, public space will continue to feed discussions as long as models of participatory democracy
represent the guarantor of good governance and the preservation of the public good. Ranging from architecture, sociology, to
literary criticism and women and gender studies, the essays that compose this collection have as a common denominator the idea
of public space as a vital aspect of public life in modern as well as in developing and traditional societies. Placing themselves
beyond the relentless theoretical debates around the concept of public space, the authors agree that no matter what forms it takes,
public space remains a fundamental aspect of even those societies that until recently were viewed as hermetically sealed. What
emerges from the different perspectives included in this book is a general consensus that the symbolic value of the physical public
space is grounded in the collective socio-political consciousness as the basis for a general sense of civic action.
?????:?"????",???????????????????,????????????"???"??,????????"??"??????.??????????????,???????????,????,????????.???
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The Sexual History of the Global South explores the gap between sexuality studies and post-colonial cultural critique. Featuring
twelve case studies, based on original historical and ethnographic research from countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the
book examines the sexual investments underlying the colonial project and the construction of modern nation-states. Covering
issues of heteronormativity, post-colonial amnesia regarding non-normative sexualities, women's sexual agency, the policing of the
boundaries between the public and the private realm, sexual citizenship, the connections between LGBTQ activism and processes
of state formation, and the emergence of sexuality studies in the global South, this collection is of great geographical, historical,
and topical significance.
Conspiring family members, a younger replacement captain, and modernization in merchant shipping force a ship captain to retire
from his job, return home, and face old age.
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